1. EDUCATION RESEARCH COMPLETE
Try the same search strategy you used in ERIC.

There will only be about 24 results, so you may want to change the search this way:
1st line – mathematics [change the search type to SU Subject Terms]
2nd line – “learning theor” [change the search type to SU Subject Terms]
3rd line – research OR study [change the search type to AB Abstract]
Retain Scholarly (Peer Reviewed) Journals
The number of results will increase to about 44, but they will cover many grade levels

NOTE: research OR study were added because there is no other way to restrict to research articles in this database.
2. WEB OF SCIENCE
Example of refining (limiting) results

There will be about 1,695 results. Use the Refine Results choices to reduce the number.
3. MATHSCINET
For mathematical topics, use **Anywhere** (keyword) or **Title** searches.

For education topics, use the Mathematics Subject Classification (MSC) codes.

Note the code and search for it as an MSC **Primary/Secondary** search, or select the document icon to bring up the results from 2000 forward.
**Result Example:**

- PDF – displays the full citation and abstract and/or review, if these are available
- Clipboard – marks the record
- Journal – lands at the journal homepage; access depends upon subscription
- Article – lands at the article at the publisher’s or journal’s Web site; access depends upon subscription; if grayed out or if article does not open, use Get it @ VCU button instead.